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1. What are public records?



A public record is 
any document 
made or received 
by a government 
employee.



2. Why do public 
records matter?



Public records ensure that 
public data remains just that 
— public.



As people see the 
public good in public 
records,

laws have gotten stronger,

and timelines for 
government response have 
gotten shorter. 







Requester



Requester City Staff



Requester City Staff

Two sides. 
Same coin.



How is the City of 
Boston doing at 
serving public 
records?



A little context...



2016 MA legislature passes 
An Act to Improve Public 
Records  
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User Research
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Yes, we need a tracker!



1. Do we need a records 
request tracker?

2. What should it do?
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good one?



It should solve 
people’s most 
important issues: 
specificity, routing, & 
communication.



Specificity
What you actually want

Routing
Who’s got the goods?

Communication
Status please?



“It’s hard to structure a 
request. It’s like a black 
box in there. You don’t 
know what you don’t 
know.”

“Poorly-structured 
requests where the 
requester wants to start 
fishing for information 
that are extremely time-
consuming.” 

Specificity | What you actually want

Requester City Staff



tippy
+ Helped requesters get specific 

about what they need.
+ Keywords trigger tooltips to 

guide the requester



Before 



With



“I wish the requests 
would stop coming to 
me and go directly to the 
correct person.”

“There are still different 
agencies and the 
question is how do 
people know who has 
what?”

Routing | Who’s got the goods? 

Requester City Staff



uggestor
department

Recommends the right 
department to send requests 
to based on keywords











311 
Machine 
Learning



Communication | Status, please?

“Maybe this is crazy, but 
it would be really cool to 
have a Domino’s pizza 
tracker for your request.”

“We don’t have these 
records and we need to 
find out which staff have 
these records and then 
help them stay on track”

City Staff Requester



status 
tracker

Shows the progress of 
your request with a 
human touch





Specificity
What you actually want

Routing
Who’s got the goods?

Communication
Status please?



We can also increase 
the efficiency of the 
system as a whole.



Publishing past requests 
can deliver a quadruple 
bottom line

● City staff love it
● Requesters love it
● Taxpayers love it
● Boosts the City’s 

transparency creds



1. Do we need a records 
request tracker?

2. What should it do?
3. How do we get a 

good one?







Let’s help vendors 
deliver on user 
insights.



Redesigning vendor demos can 
incentivize a focus on users
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+ A tracker is a huge win for 
“both sides of the coin”

+ A best-in-class tracker is 
outstanding and within 
reach

+ User testing & 
procurement innovation 
allow us to move from a 
“win” to a best-in-class 
solution

So what?



Thank You!



Questions?



Appendix



“Best-in-class” Solution

Integrates best practices from 
currently-available commercial options

Addresses additional user pain points re: 
specificity, routing, & communication







1Foil Costs Report 6.6.14, Reinvent Albany



Procurement Recommendations 
Beyond “the Four Corners of the RFP”

Innovative Vendor 
Demo Process01

After traditional demo, bring in 2-3 internal users and ask the 
vendor to train them and then leave. Then have someone 
submit a request, and observe the staffers using the 
system unassisted to assess adoption and ease of use.

Agile Contract 
Terms & Renewals02

Ideally there would be a modular roll-out with the next 
phase contingent on hitting success metrics related to the 
needs of both internal and external users. Renewal should be 
based on improvements against these metrics.

03 Measure User 
Outcomes

Contract would include metrics of success that incentivize 
continued user research and testing by the vendors with 
both internal and external users of the system.



OUR DESIGN PRINCIPLES

● Give people clear reasons to trust the process

● Give people a clear understanding of how the process 
works and which stage they’re at

● Map the unknown and make the map legible

● Recognize that negative experiences stick and positive 
experiences need a boost

● Capture what’s working now and give people credit for it
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Gatherer

Hunter

Decoder

Connector
Routes Requests

Custodian
Fulfills Requests



Hunters
Frequency of Contact with City

Structure of Request

Specificity of Request

External Internal

I am precise and clear in my 
request for a specific record that 
I know should exist.

“I just need a copy of my marriage license!”

● Asks for a very specific document
● Knows exact nature of the information they need
● Does not require a particular file format or 

structure to the record

  Examples: Vendors, Legal firms, Individuals

Behaviors



Gatherers
I cast a wide net by making requests 
on a broad range of records. I’m not 
always sure what I’ll find, but I know 
that if I ask for something in the right 
place at the right time, I’ll be able to net 
something useful and insightful. 

● Asks multiple departments/individuals for records
● Sets broad parameters for data to allow for 

maximal coverage

  Examples: Investigative Journalists, Advocates

“It’s hard to structure a request. You don’t know what you 
don’t know. It’s like a black box in there.”

Structure of Request

Specificity of Request

External Internal

Behaviors

Frequency of Contact with City



Decoders Frequency of Contact with City

Structure of Request

Specificity of Request

External Internal

I know precisely what I need and how I 
need it to be structured. I’m driven to 
analyze patterns using technical 
methods, often as an advocate for 
others.

● Wants data in a specific structured format
● Wants either disaggregated or personalized information
● Analyzes data sets to identify trends

   Examples: Researchers, Open Data Users

“There’s a disconnect between what we’re asking for 
and what agencies are looking at. We’re requesting 
from a black box.”

Behaviors



Custodians
Volume of Requests

Responding to Requests is 
Primary Role

I respond to public records requests 
that I receive through connectors or 
directly from the public. It’s not my 
primary role, but one that comes up 
on occasion.

“When requests come in, they’re disruptive. Deadlines 
imposed by law mean we have to focus on them 
immediately!” 

● Holds and manages data as part of primary duties
● Searches for, packages, and arranges records
● May work on records that are highly or loosely 

structured

   Examples: Clerk’s Office, Boston City Archives

Behaviors

External Internal



Connectors
Volume of RequestsI guide requests through the system 

and support requesters throughout 
the process. I work to make the 
system work better for requesters and 
custodians.  

“Government agencies get tired of releasing 10,000 
pages to a reporter and having them use one sentence.”

● Routes and tracks others’ public records requests
● Advises on or modify requests to balance compliance 

with the law and requester needs
● Advocates internally and externally to improve overall 

health of the system

   Examples: Director of Public Records, Muckrock, RAOs

Responding to Requests is 
Primary Role

Behaviors

External Internal


